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 - Adding new plants - Introducing a new system: Collecting Acorns - New, innovative battles - Updated graphics, and other little details - New, redesigned vegetation system (including new seeds, fruits and trees, and also the display of plant growth when the player has interacted with the plants) - New town and farm decorations (including new inhabitants!) - New "Plot" board - Various bugfixes and
other improvements It is our pleasure to announce that Alchemy Garden: The Legend is now available on the Apple App Store. Additionally, it is also available on Google Play, for those of you who enjoy using your Android devices. Our goal was to create a fun, innovative game, with the most beautiful visuals possible, that is fun to play and easy to learn. We hope you enjoy using the game as much

as we enjoyed developing it. We know that many of you have been waiting for the release of the game, so we thought we’d share some of the things we’ve been up to recently. It’s always a pleasure to have your support, and we hope you enjoy our updates! - New, improved battle system. The battle system has been completely rebuilt to allow for much greater interactivity, and to bring back a feeling of
exploration. Players will now receive bonuses for exploring the world, and the appearance of plants and enemies will change depending on the times and conditions of the land, much like how nature changes depending on the seasons. The new fights are now more strategic and exciting. They are based on a variety of different rules: “Temple Blast” (3 hits, like a dragon) “Encounter” (A single enemy

that appears from nowhere and fights the player) “Field of 10” (10 enemies, that appear one at a time) “Big Boss” (A boss, with a single attack) “Little Boss” (A little version of the “Big Boss”) “Predator and Prey” (A set of four 82157476af
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